Enunciation Videos

These videos work on clear articulation of difficult English sounds:

Introduction to Enunciation

JAWS

1. Open WIDE for the vowels ... Introduction and /æ/ = and

   Sentence/Tongue Twister for [æ]: An active actor actually acts accurately

   Open wide for the vowel /ay/ = why

   Open WIDE for the vowel /a/ = not

LIPS

2. STRETCH your lips for ... Introduction and /iy/ = see

   Stretch your lips for /ey/ = say

   Stretch your lips for /oy/ = boy

3. INROUND your lips for ... Introduction and /w/ = white

   Inround your lips for /uw/ = too

   Inround your lips for /ow/ = snow

   Inround your lips for /aw/ = now

4. OUTROUND your lips for ... Introduction and /ʊ/ = good

   Outround your lips for /ʃ/ = ship

   Outround your lips for /č/ = chair

   Sentence/Tongue Twister for /č/ = chair

   Outround your lips for /j/ = just
5. **ROUND/PURSE your lips for ... Introduction and /r/ = red**
   - Round/purse your lips for /Cr/ = draw
   - Round/purse your lips for /-r/ = teacher or wire
   - Round/purse your lips for /-rC/ = term

6. **Use LIP FORCE for ... Introduction and /f/ = five**
   - Use lip force for /v/ = very
   - Use lip force for /p/ = pepper
   - Use lip force for /b/ = boy
   - Use lip force for /m/ = same or home

**TONGUE MOVEMENT:**

7. **Use your TONGUE for ... Introduction and /θ/ = math or think**
   - Use your tongue for /θ/ = this or the
   - Use your tongue for /l/ = well